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Meeting with Farmhouse Kitchen 

In an age where we have become used to eating tasteless mass produced food what a delightful idea 

Farmhouse Kitchen is. 

Situated 6km south of Havelock North on Middle Road, Farmhouse Kitchen will teach you to cook six brand new 

dishes using only local grown produce and the vegetables, herbs and flowers grown in their own Farmhouse 

garden. The taste is out of this world. 

It is the brainchild of Pauline Korevaar, former Nutritionist turned Chef turned Cooking Teacher.  

“Real cooking with real food is a dying art” she tells me “and I wanted to bring it back. We have forgotten what 

wonderful flavours food should have because we tend to buy the mass produced product without questioning it. 

But by using organic meat and then the produce from our own gardens we can re-introduce people to what good 

food beautifully prepared should really taste like” she says. 

“Can you help someone like me?” I ask. “I have about 5 or 6 recipes that I am comfortable with and so I keep re-

using them again and again!” 

“You are exactly who we like to help” Pauline laughs. “Have one ‘Farmhouse Kitchen’ session and you will leave 

knowing how to prepare and cook six brand new meals that will soon be your family favourites. We cater from a 

minimum of 8 up to 24 people at a time so you can simply book yourselves in and join the fun like a normal 

restaurant - or you can book with a group of friends and make it a night out of your own”. 

Farmhouse Kitchen also offers ‘Meet the Chef’ night’ where a famous local or national Chef demonstrates and 

shares with the guests 6 dishes specially chosen for that night. “These are much more intimate occasions” 

Pauline tells me “where a maximum of 12 guests really get to know the Chef and get up close and personal with 

the ingredients and the techniques they use. Best of all everyone gets to eat it all when it is done!” Pauline tells 

me. “We recommend one large or two to three smaller friendship groups for Chef night - to make it a special 

experience for good friends to share and then remember forever”.  

Finally, Pauline provides her signature ‘Corporate Night’ experience. She offers businesses the chance to 

privately book her facility and to compete in a cooking competition similar to a TV show. The teams cook with and 

learn from Pauline but their dishes will judged later as everyone enjoys them at the end of the session. “That is 

always loads of fun” Pauline says “as people can’t help themselves but try to win the prize for best dish!” 

Pauline’s expertise covers many different cuisines. If you have a desire to learn how to cook a specific cuisine 

give Pauline a call. She can plan your night around your ideas. As her sessions require a minimum number of 

guests it is advisable to keep an eye on her website for when you can join a class - or call her to talk to her about 

your group booking. Pauline will also cater for schools if a group of pupils want to learn the basics of good 

cooking.  

So it looks like bangers and mash will be off the menu at our place soon. Watch out taste-buds – here comes 

Beef Rendang! 


